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BBC Tours the Wimmera Silo Art after Walking in the Grampians 
 
Tour dates - 15th – 22nd October 2022 
 

 
Patchewollock 

(Frank) 
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Rain, Rain Go Away…. 

(Saturday 15th) 

Warnings of flooding and possible road closures prompted a decision to commence this trip a day later than 
scheduled.  So, Saturday 15th October 2022 saw our group heading out of town along the Western Highway to 
Halls Gap in the Grampians National Park, part of the Gariwerd Aboriginal cultural landscape. 
 
The Jardwadjali name for the mountain range itself is Gariwerd. We broke our journey at Ballarat and strolled 
around the streets admiring the many historical Gold Mining era heritage buildings. The roads proved to be 
‘all clear’ to travel through to our well-equipped accommodation near Halls Gap for some serious walking in 
the following days. From Halls Gap we would be on the road again to see the Wimmera grain silos art. 
(Faye) 
 
Waterfalls, Rain and Coffee 

(Sunday 16th) 

Today, a loop walk starting and finishing at the Halls Gap Sports oval. The day’s highlight being two beautiful 
waterfalls, enhanced by the recent rainfall - Clematis Falls and the waterfall at Bullaces Glen, reached via 
Chautauqua Peak and some muddy tracks.  
 
Venus Baths, also well-endowed by the recent rains, where we lunched and discussed the implications of that 
innocent child’s comment. Rain is all well and good when it flows over waterfalls and cascades but when it 
continuously falls from the sky it is appropriate to cut the walk short and in our case, return to Halls Gap and 
seek refuge in a coffee shop overlooking the fast flowing Stoney Creek. 
 
Caffeine requirements fulfilled, some pursued a wine tasting afternoon while other adventurers rested at the 
Mountain View Holiday Lodge and Julia and Jane decided, rain notwithstanding, to explore the bush area near 
Mt Zero and where they frequently had to test their skills at crossing fast flowing creeks.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                              Chautauqua Peak                                               Halls Gap Kookaburra Hotel 

“Kookaburra Hotel - The piece de resistance - roast duckling and a duck leg in the cassoulet dish” 

(Jane) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jardwadjali
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Exploring the Wonderland Range   

(Monday 17th) 

We commenced our second day in Halls Gap with a walk through the Botanical Gardens to gain access to the 

track leading to Venus Baths, our jumping off point for the gentle climb to Splitters Falls. 

The climb to the Pinnacle regaled us with a glorious array of spring wildflowers and wonderful views of the 

gully and of the Elephant Hide – the rock face on the opposite side to the one we were climbing. 

The Wonderland carpark was unusually empty - the road from Halls Gap to Zumsteins was closed due to 

necessary roadworks to repair damage from the recent rains. The Grand Canyon was also closed due to the 

dislodging of the ladders and steps at the end of the canyon, probably caused by the large amount of rainwater 

that would have poured down the canyon.  We were, however, able to walk, or should I say squeeze, through 

Silent Street before emerging on the sloping rockface leading to the top. The view from the Pinnacle was 

spectacular.  

We ate lunch in the sunshine, looking down into the valley way below: at the southern end Lake Bellfield, and 

in the other direction, Halls Gap township. We were not alone for lunch. Many other people had made their 

way up to the top from Halls Gap to appreciate the wonderful views. 

  

Track down from the Pinacle Splitters Falls 

 

We descended from the Pinnacle on a different route to the way up. It started with a clamber over rocks until 
we reached a very pleasantly shaded path. It was certainly quicker to descend the mountain than to climb! 
However, there were a few long sets of metal steps which were ostensibly there to make the descent easier 
and to protect the bush, but were in fact, in my opinion, more dangerous than scrambling down a steep track.  
Slipping off, and then falling onto the edge of one of these metal steps would have left one bruised and 
battered. Fortunately, we all made it down safely.  
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Towards the valley floor we passed some interesting rock walls that had been gouged out over the passage of 
time and painted by the weather including by the streams of water cascading down the steep rock faces after 
each downpour. 
A very enjoyable day walk! I would recommend doing it in the direction we did, heading up towards the 
Wonderland carpark first. The climb up was less steep than if we had done it in reverse. 
(Julia) 
 
Halls Gap to Murtoa 
(Tuesday 18th) 
 
With flooding waters and many roads closed we navigated (please excuse the nautical pun attempt) our way 
from Halls Gap to Murtoa via Horsham. 
 
Our highlight, of the day and the trip, was a visit to The Sticks Shed in Murtoa. It was built in 1941 to store 
wheat during the later years of WW2. Construction by bush craftsmen with unmilled timber from the 
Dandenong Ranges, took just five months. It has a holding capacity 90,000 tonnes of wheat. 
 

 
The Sticks Shed 
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In this Sticks Shed photograph, with Rosie in the foreground, you may notice a film crew in the background; 
the Channel 9 ‘Postcards’ crew. They followed us around Murtoa even to the Wild Duck Kafe where we lunched 
(and that is our story!). 
 
The BBC ‘extras’ featured in the Postcards story televised on Sunday 27th November. Check out the Channel 9 
i-View type programme.   
 
(Ian) 
 

The Wimmera Art Silo Tour 
(Wednesday 19th) 
 
Ten Art Silo Tourists departed their two houses in Murtoa, and headed to Rupanyup, which has a selection of 
chainsaw carved artworks along the main street. Some of the carved statues were wearing scarves or hats, 
which really made them quite life-like. We spent quite a lot of time admiring these, as we wanted to wait to 
buy some of the locally made chickpea brownies available in a shop which did not open until 09:45. The 
brownies were worth waiting for! We came for silos and Rupanyup proudly displayed its muraled silo for us. 
 
From Rupanyup, our 400km silo tour, proceeded through Minyip, Brim, Patchewollock, Sheep Hills, Hopetoun, 
Yaapeet and a few other locations I had never heard of. 
The murals are amazing, and well worth the trip. 
The return journey included a stop in Hopetoun. A late lunch for some, and afternoon tea for others after a 
search for a nice bakery. Ian and I raided the local bottle shop looking for promising wine, selecting three from 
the specials bin to take with us. 
 
More silos to see after Hopetoun. Eventually we arrived “home” for a rest before repairing to the Railway 
Hotel, to enjoy an excellent dinner. 
 
(Frank) 
 

StArnaud 
 
(Thursday 20th) 

 
After yesterday’s delightful Wimmera Art Silo, we somewhat reluctantly packed and on Thursday left Murtoa 
by 9 am. 
 
The flood warnings were still active, so Jane plotted a course for Maryborough through St Arnaud and Avoca 
to avoid any road closures. Luckily this had minimal impact on our route, and we arrived in St Arnaud around 
11 am. 
 
St Arnaud began life in the 1850’s, and like so many towns in the area of the Golden Triangle, as a gold rush 
town. It was named after Armand-Jacques Leroy de Saint-Arnaud, a French soldier and Commander-in-chief 
of the Army of the East during the Crimean War. 
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St Arnaud silo displaying the 2020 Artwork by Kyle Tomey. 
 
We enjoyed morning tea in the Botanic Gardens in balmy weather [what floods], followed by a Cultural 
Heritage Trail walk through the town, led by Ian. There are 27 sites in the walking tour and the town has a 
delightful old gold town ambiance. 
 
The Cultural Trail is augmented by many street murals featuring local people, a collection of 13 murals at this 
stage, painted on building walls around the town, all by Kyle Tomey.  
 
 

  

St Arnaud Murals 
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We left St Arnaud after lunch driving to Avoca to see an 

imposing Silo Art work of an endangered barking owl 

painted by Jimmi Buscombe in 2021. 

We finished this fulfilling day at the Maryborough 

Caravan Park, our home away from home for the next 

three nights. The remainder of the day was spent, 

relaxing, walking around the lake and enjoying pre 

dinner drinks, steered by Ian’s wine knowledge. 

There are three competing Fish & Chip shops in 

Maryborough, all highly rated, but we chose Bill’s Fish 

and Chips shop to supply the fish, chips and potato cakes 

for a lovely communal dinner. 

(Wojtek and Ewa) 

     Barking Owl 

 

 Silo Art in the Suburbs 
The Pyrenees Ranges 
 
(Friday 21st) 
The first stop in the Pyrenees leg of our journey was 
Governor Rock lookout, this hilly country is such a 
contrast after the flat Wimmera landscape. 
 
We walked around the historical gold mining area of 
Percydale. Alluvial gold was mined in the Percydale 
area – originally called Fiddlers Creek – from 1854 
onwards. A fresh find and a rush in 1869 caused the 
population to rise beyond 2,000 people. In addition 
to gold mining, Percydale had a slate quarry. 
 
In 1963 the Blue Pyrenees (Chateau Remy) vineyard, 
a pioneer of the Pyrenees region, was planted south 
of Percydale, initially for brandy production but later 
diversifying into table and sparkling wines. 
 
The long anticipated visit to the Blue Pyrenees 
Winery did not disappoint.  
 
(Sue) 
(Photos by authors) 
 

 

 Tinning Street, Brunswick 
Painted by Loretta Lizzio - May 2019 

(Photo by the editor) 
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Magical Mystery Walk 

A walk in the land of the Gunaikurnai to Mount Howitt 

30th December 2022 to 2nd January 2023 

Finally, after years of flooding rains, bushfires, family responsibilities and impassable roads, it looked like my 
participation in this year’s BBC New Year’s Eve trip to Mt. Howitt, was a goer! 
After a taste of the area during the 2022 Fedwalk at Licola, I was keen to return. 
 
Our two cars with six souls rendezvoused at Licola at lunch time on Friday 30th of December. I was more than 
happy to leave the aftermath and chaos of Christmas behind.  Advertised as a ‘Magical Mystery Tour, our first 
mystery was solved, when we were able to successfully complete the 33 kms of the badly potholed, rutted 
and rocky surfaced Howitt Road.  
 
Packs Up! at the Howitt Carpark and we set out on our five km walk into the McAlister Springs camping area 
where the unusual ‘A’ framed Vallejo Gantner Memorial hut is situated together with its superb dunny, with 
the picture window through which the toilet goer can view the mountains. Just prior to reaching our 
destination, nature provided an early New Year’s show. Lightning above us, thunder around us, and heavy rain 
with a little hail for good measure, showered down on us from the heavens. Further mystery solved, just how 
accurate is the weather forecast? Thankfully, the generously proportioned hut at our destination coped with 
our invasion to join the many other walkers, ostensibly camped nearby, but now occupying the hut. Our 
sodden and bedraggled party joined the throng of mainly families attempting to dry out at the hut’s fire which 
provided some comfort as everyone set about preparing hot food. Eventually an easing of the rain meant we 
could dash out to erect our tents and huddle down for the night. 
 
Saturday proved sunny with a fresh morning as we set out on our day walk across the ridge towards Mount 
Howitt but turning off on the AAWT to tackle the Crosscut Saw and possibly on to Mount Buggary. Mount 
Speculation being just a step too far. 
Another storm was forecast for 2pm and we were not going to be fooled twice. The decision was to return to 
base for lunch and, as it turned out, enjoy a relaxing sunny afternoon at the campsite. 
 

 
Crosscut Saw and Mount Speculation 

(Photo by Paul) 
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New Year’s Eve and the heavens opened again at 5:30, the same time as yesterday. And the rain continued 
into the evening, so we sheltered in the hut, enjoying the camaraderie of our new best friends and preparing 
our meal. So, we greeted 2023 from the dry comfort of our tents and sleeping bags. New years Eve is so 
overrated. 
 
Sunday the 1st of January 2023 promised a warm day as we set off across the ridge and on this occasion on to 
summit Mt Howitt. One of our leaders had hidden a bottle of champagne to chill in the cold waters emerging 
from the ground at Macalister Springs and had carried it to the summit for us and a few passing strangers to 
toast the New Year for morning tea; a tradition started on 1st Jan 2021. Quite a bang to the start of the new 
year! 
 
Our walk took us off the summit plateau of Howitt, through stunning alpine meadows and back below the tree 
line into snow gum copses towards Mount Magdala and the aptly named ‘Hells Window’ gash in the ridge line 
just below the flat summit. Butterflies of many kinds were prolific in those alpine meadows. Rosie has 
researched the most seen of these insects that flap their wings five times per second and taste their food with 
their front feet and she reports that they are yellow albatross or Bollam Bollam. Another mystery solved. 
 
 

 
Alpine Meadow between mounts Howitt and Magdala 

(Photo by Ruth) 
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Lunch time was the outward limit of our travel today. The walk home seemed mysteriously shorter at first but 
then got longer as the afternoon warmed up and we could see our water supply getting low. We were very 
relieved to get back to Macalister Springs and take the time to cool down and relieve our thirst at the  
spring before the last hundred metres up to the hut and our camp. We enjoyed a late afternoon relax and 
dinner cooked outdoors on a beautiful balmy evening outside the hut with our fellow campers and another 
stunning sunset. 
 
A pleasantly cool overcast morning made for an easy walk back to the cars on Monday. The final mystery 
would be the condition of the Howitt Road after all the rain. The road was not badly affected by the rain apart 
from some watery potholes. One of our neighbours with whom we shared the balmy evening, accompanied 
us in his Landcruiser to the air strip in case we hit deep mud. The road was in much better condition on the 
Arbuckle side of the airstrip, so our Samaritan waved us goodbye, once he sensed our possible need for 
assistance had passed. It was much hotter down on the plains at Heyfield. With only the pub and a 
supermarket and the servo open on the Public Holiday, we cobbled together a picnic lunch to eat in the park 
before heading back along the M1 to civilisation. 
 
The awesomeness of nature itself, was matched only by the kindness and companionship of fellow human 
beings. Perhaps not such a mystery. Thank you to the leader for starting 2023 with a bang! 
 

Ruth  

 

 

Combined Bushwalking Clubs’ Basecamp - Howmans Gap 

December 27th 2022 to 1st January 2023 
 
BBC was invited to join the Diamond Valley, Koornang, Essendon and Waverley bushwalking clubs 
for their 2022 annual year’s end basecamp at YMCA’s Howmans Gap Discovery Camp. These clubs have been 
holding this event for approximately the last 15 years. So, for the first time, eleven intrepid BBC members 
joined the clubs at Howmans Gap for four days of walking. 
 
Walks on offer each day provided a choice of easy, medium and hard walks ranging from 5 to 22 kms. On a 
couple of days there was a choice of at least five walks, including a 5 km photography tips walk (camera or 
phone) The walks took in most of the iconic huts and tracks in the high Plains area around Falls Creek. Leaders 
varied in management skills and local knowledge. Some came well equipped with maps and others relied on 
memory and intuition. Either way, we enjoyed the experiences. 
 
BOM'S forecast for each day was showers with possible thunderstorms, but we enjoyed perfect walking 
weather. When it did rain it was at night, mornings were foggy and cool but by midday the cloud had lifted to 
reveal clear blue skies. 
 
New Year’s Eve was a 70's theme, and the Hall was decked out in appropriate paraphernalia with a disco ball 
and 70's timelines pasted on the walls ... the music and dancing were a wonderful 70's time warp. New Year 
was celebrated twice – once at the NZ midnight for those wanting to retire early and again for the Australian 
midnight. 
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The Seventies and All That Jazz 

 
The event is capably organised by a dedicated group of volunteers. This year there were 65 participants but in 
previous years numbers have been as high as 90. The lower number of people this year was probably a result 
of the extra 2 hour drive via Omeo caused by the landslide on the Bogong High Plains Rd above Bogong Village, 
cutting off access to Falls Creek from the north. Every cloud has a silver lining, lower numbers allowed BBC to 
access to this event, and it looks like there will be an ongoing invitation for BBC to join this base camp, which 
always runs from 27th December to New Year’s Day. 
 
Accommodation was in shared rooms, generally 3 to a room, maximum 4 and communal bathrooms. Bunk 
beds, but with an added bonus of no sleeping on top bunks as it was generally only two people to a room!  If 
requested, couples are allocated a room to themselves. 
The five days were fully catered - Breakfast, (cereal, cooked breakfast etc), lunch (bread, wraps and salad) and 
dinners were a main and dessert. Tea and coffee supplied. BYO Happy Hour. 
 
It was a lovely escape from the Christmas madness; great fun meeting lots of fellow walkers from other clubs 
and from such diverse backgrounds and cultures. 
 
(Margaret, Jasmine and Marita) 
 
(Photos – Margaret) 

 

 Want to know more about the venue? Click here   

 

https://camps.ymca.org.au/howmans-gap-discovery-camp/
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Aussie Camino Walk Honouring Saint Mary MacKillop 

In November 2022 I took 11 members on a 160km walk from Portland in Victoria to Penola in South Australia, 

the centre of the Coonawarra Wine region. 

The walk is named after Saint Mary MacKillop. 

Mary became a teacher in Portland and worked as a Governess in Penola before meeting Father Julian Woods 

who wished to set up a religious institution dedicated to helping poor people. Mary became a nun and 

pioneered the order in New Zealand & Australia leaving behind upon her death in 1909, an order of nuns 

boasting: - 

o 750 nuns; 

o 117 schools catering for 12,409 pupils, and, 

o 106 religious houses, including 12 social welfare institutions. 

Many of you will be familiar with John Riddochs wines in the Coonawarra Wine region. John Riddoch ran 

123,000 sheep and over 3,000 head of cattle on 75,000 acres. His shearing sheds in Penola are now safely in 

the hands of the National Trust. 

Our walk started in Portland rounded Cape Bridgwater and continued to Nelson where we canoed on the 

Glenelg River. After Nelson we crossed the Victoria/South Australia border, stuck with the coastline until Port 

MacDonald and then headed north to Mt Gambier, with its Blue Lake, thence to Kalangadoo and finished at 

Penola. We did not walk the full distance. We had the benefit of Geoff as our bus driver. Indefatigable ‘Bus 

Driver Geoff’ ferried us from accommodation to the daily starting point, rescued the footsore, shopped for 

participants necessities and generally was a vital part of the trek. 

The story of our Aussie Camino is told by the members participating is set out in the next article. 

Ian  

 

Welcome to our BBC Aussie Camino. 
 
Bridgewater Lakes to Cape Bridgewater 
 
The trek got off to a great start with beautiful weather, sunshine and a glorious coastline to enjoy. We were 
spoilt at every turn along this 19 kilometre section along the coast to Cape Bridgewater. Blow holes reminding 
us of the power in the waves that vent up, out of the ground; a petrified forest that is probably not petrified 
wood, but hollow tubes of limestone eroded by millions of years of rainfall; a thriving seal colony; glorious 
wildflowers as well as superb ocean views.    
 
Our busman, Geoff, included a visit to the Tarragal Limestone Caves in the drive to Bridgewater Lakes, the 
start of the day’s walking section. 
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The caves are a network of large limestone caves 
and shelters. Not underground caves with a subtle 
entrance, but cliff face caves whose cavernous 
entrances overlook the Bridgewater Lakes. 
 
The day was wrapped up at the Cape Bridgewater 
kiosk with an enjoyable frosty beer. 
 

 

 
A Copperhead snoozing in the sun, beside the track 

(19 kms) 
(Words & Photos by Liz) 
 

Lake Monibeong to Nelson 

Glorious sunrise also heralded our second day as we breakfasted on the balcony of Seaview Lodge, our 

accommodation at Cape Bridgewater. 
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Walking commenced at Lake Monibeong in the Discovery Bay Coastal Park, a pleasant 60 kilometre drive from 

Cape Bridgewater. Lake Monibeong is a large fresh water coastal dune lake. After following the edge of the 

lake through swamp land and banksia groves for five kms, we crossed over the sand dunes to the beach and 

the open waters of Discovery Bay, the surf rolling in directly from the Southern Ocean. This magnificent twelve 

kilometre stretch of beach provided us with firm sand which made for pleasant walking. 

 

Towards the end of the day, we headed inland, crossing back over the dune to Beach Road which we followed 

around the Oxbow Lake into the seaside town of Nelson.  The Nelson Hotel provided us with a well-earned 

cold beer, a welcome repeat of the finish to yesterday’s walk. Thirst quenched, we adjourned to our final stop 

for the day - the Kywong Caravan Park. 

(23kms) 

(Words & Photos by John) 

 

Canoeing on the Glenelg River 

Day Three and another day of beautiful weather, just right for canoeing on the lower reaches of the Glenelg 
River - a welcome respite for some of our feet. 
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The canoe hire company put our canoes into the river at Donovans, a hamlet on the loop of the Glenelg River 
that flows through South Australia, so that we could take advantage of paddling with the slight current 
downstream to Nelson.          
 
The river is flanked with limestone cliffs scarred with crevices providing footholds for the trees and shrubs that 
appeared to grow from the rock face. Sometimes we passed through canyons formed by high cliffs on both 
sides of the river and on some reaches, it was cliff on one side and narrow river flats on the other. There was 
a time when the Glenelg’s riverbank was dotted with fishing shacks, but after the entire length of the unusually 
long estuary was declared a National Park, the shacks had to be removed. Nearer to Nelson, outside the 
National Park, shacks can be seen nestled on the bank, close to the water.  
 
Canoeing finished mid-afternoon with our arrival back at the Nelson Kiosk jetty. Today we bypassed the pub 
to head for the hot showers at the Kywong Caravan Park. Some canoeists were a little cold and wet from a 
capsize just at the finish, in the excitement of an informal race to the jetty and a canoe captain giving priority 
to keeping his mobile dry in preference to keeping the assistant canoeist out of the shallow water.   
 
(Words & Photo by Alison) 
 

Nelson to Port MacDonnell  

Today involves a 24 kilometre walk from Nelson to Port MacDonnell and the cross over into South Australia. 

Another beautiful sunny day, (the weather gods were certainly smiling on this trip), and we have another 

beach walk, so fingers crossed we will have good firm sand to walk on. 

Busman Geoff dropped the party at Piccaninnie Ponds where the fourth day’s walking would begin. The 

Piccaninnie Ponds Conservation Park is a wetland of international importance. It is a popular site for cave 

diving and snorkelling. The view into the clear water of the ponds from the viewing pontoon is a fascinating 

glimpse into a wonderland of colour and the shapes of the rocks and the water plants. 

 

 

Early Morning – Piccaninnie Ponds 
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Always start a day’s walking with a hill. So, after enjoying the serene underwater world of Piccaninnie Ponds, 

we expended considerable energy climbing the loose sand of the track over the dunes and down on to the 

broad beach, stretching about twelve kilometres towards our destination and bordering the Lower South East 

Marine Park. Conditions are great for walking, with the added bonus of a cooling gentle sea breeze. With no 

one else about it is a great opportunity to reflect on life and listen to the sounds of the sea. 

Several creeks crossed our path on the beach, and the ladies of the party were piggybacked over the two “swift 

flowing streams” - not really, we just couldn’t be bothered taking our shoes and socks off! 

At Brown Bay, where the track meets the Eight Mile Creek Road, the party divided into two groups – ‘the 

coastal road short route to town trampers’ and the ‘continuing along the beach and never mind the tide 

walkers’. Before separating, some of the party went for a swim. Unfortunately, Noel stood on a piece of coral 

and suffered a deep cut in his foot. Busman Geoff transported Noel to Mount Gambier Hospital for treatment. 

End of trek for a disappointed Noel. 

The trampers tramped the twelve kilometres into Port MacDonnell on the road, the beach walkers continued 

on the beach. The beach option was later agreed to be the much better choice. 

Finally, Port MacDonnell, celebrated with another refreshing swim, a great finish to a long and eventful day. 

(24kms) 

(Words & Photo by Marg) 

Port MacDonnell to Mt Gambier  
Today we leave Discovery Bay to turn north and travel inland for the rest of our trek. Our trek has followed 
the shores of Discovery Bay which runs from Cape Bridgewater to Cape Northumberland, west of Port 
MacDonnell. Day Five forecast is mid-twenties and sunny. 
 
It was an early departure from Port MacDonald. Busman Geoff dropped us at the start of an unsealed tractor 
trail named Starks Lane. Margaret kept us at a good pace along Starks Lane as we headed north towards Mt 
Schank, ahead of us in the distance and home of the Boanik people of south-east South Australia.  
 
A ten kilometre walk in which our tractor trail changed its name several times, and finally as Mountain Path 
Road (with bitumen) brought us to the base of Mount Schank, for morning tea.  
 

 
Former Railway Formation – Port MacDonnell to Mt Gambier 
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The weather warmed above the mid-twenties as we progressed towards Mt Gambier, with gates to open (and 
close), cows, and sheep with vocal lambs grazing beside our path. Eventually we transferred to the B66, the 
Riddoch Highway. Here Busman Geoff picked up three pairs of sore feet who had called for a ride into Mt 
Gambier. 
 
The day’s walking has now changed. Now it is stops for water under shady trees, stops to smell the roses in 
front gardens, and ultimately, in the Mt Gambier suburb of Moorak where the Riddoch Highway assumes the 
temporary name of Bay Road, we joyfully came across Badenoch’s Ice Cream Café. After enjoying a Badenoch’s 
ice cream, Liz adjourned next door to the ScRoll Queen (‘a taste of royalty’ est. 2018) and purchased some 
tasty, sweet scrolls for all to share. ScRoll is correct, as displayed on the shop window. 
 
Refreshed for finishing the trip into Mount Gambier, which now is in our sights, the brave continued at a good 
pace, arriving at the Blue Lake by mid-afternoon. We stopped at the lookout tower for photos and a look at 
the beautiful lake below in the former crater before crossing the road to the Blue Lake Caravan Park, and our 
well-appointed cabins. It was a very pretty place to relax after a long day.  
                                                            
Noel, despite his injury, was chef that night with everyone lending a hand as always.  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
(26kms)  
(Elizabeth) 
 

Mt Gambier to Bush Haven Cottages at Dismal Swamp 

 

The party spent the early part of the 
morning walking down to the 
central section of Mount Gambier 
to inspect the famous sunken 
gardens in parkland behind the 
main shopping strip. These gardens 
have been developed in collapsed 
limestone caves. 
 
Geoff (now Car Man Geoff) 
transports us in three sections to 
our rural starting point to save 
walking along the busy Highway. 
 
No significant highlights arise during 
the day spent walking along earthen 
roads constructed from the 
limestone that the area is renowned 
for, through wheatfield, 
pastureland and pine plantations.  
 
The night’s accommodation was at 
Dismal Swamp, but the name belies 
the warm welcome we received 
from our hosts at the Bush Haven 
Cottages. 
(20kms) 

The Road Ahead by Julia  
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Bush Haven Cottages to Kalangadoo 

Our penultimate and seventh day was more or less a repeat of the previous day. It is flat country around 

Kalangadoo which provides easy walking, but no highlights or landmarks. Kalangadoo was once an important 

railway town on a main track junction, but today there is no railway, just a museum to celebrate a bygone era. 

But the pub is still there. The Kalangadoo Hotel has been taken over recently by a dynamic couple who is 

putting a lot of effort into getting it up and running as a district centre. The night after our stay, they had 

arranged for well-known Australian Country singer - Catherine Britt to perform at the pub. People would be 

coming from all over the district, and we hear that it was a successful night. Pubs like this are the lifeblood 

of small communities like this town. 

 

Having a drink with the locals in the Kalangadoo Hotel 
 
Some members may remember the program on ABC radio “Letters from Kalangadoo” which were written and 
performed by satirist Bryan Dawe in the ‘90s, in which he performed his much loved character, Roly Parks 
from Kalangadoo. He had apparently spent numerous holidays there as a youth at a friend’s place. 
(Julia) 

Last Day - Penola or Bust 

Our last day of walking (28kms), reputedly the hardest and certainly the longest of the pilgrimage, had arrived!  

Debbie, our dynamic host at the Kalangadoo Hotel, served us a cooked breakfast in the dining room at 7.30am – a great 

start for the 28km ahead of us to reach Penola.  

The weather was forecast to be reasonable for the morning with the probability of heavy showers cum periods of rain 

in the early afternoon.  Ian was therefore very keen to get the maximum number of kilometres under our belt before 

lunch. We walked along a road, heading north, out of Kalangadoo until we came across the old railway line between Mt 

Gambier and Naracoorte (via Kalangadoo and Penola among other stations) which was closed in 1985. We transferred 

to an unmade road which follows the railway line until it turns west to take us away from the rails which provide the 

most direct route to Penola. 
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The guidebook suggests jumping the fence and walking on the old railway line between the rails. More easily said than 

done; walking on railway ballast is no fun and the grass was long. We had been warned to wear long pants and gaiters 

because of the possibility of coming across snakes and this reduced the impact of the long grass. We did in fact see a 

snake which quickly disappeared down a hole between the sleepers. We came across a blue tongue lizard and, of all 

things in the animal world, a tortoise. It was lying on the ballast, between the rails. We wondered how on earth it would 

have surmounted the rail to get to that position.  It was picked up gently and placed outside the rail so it could easily 

make its way down to the water lying in the gully formed by the embankment, and hopefully to its home. 

Walking along the railway line was slow and hard work – you had to watch your feet the whole time. We eventually 

were able to follow a track running beside the embankment and probably formed by cows, and our pace quickened. 

 

As we were approaching Penola we felt a few drops of rain. The expected downpour at lunchtime, had not eventuated. 

However, not long after arriving and settling into our accommodation, the heavens opened for an hour and a half. Thank 

goodness we were not out there then. We had been very lucky!! 

We had made it to the end unscathed, dry and very pleased to have completed the Aussie Camino! 

(Julia) 

 

 
 
 
 

The Party at the Start of the Trek 
(Liz) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Want to know more about the 
Aussie Camino? Click Here 

http://www.aussiecamino.org/wordpress/
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President’s Column 
It is pleasing to see the variety of walks appearing in the Trip Program as we move into 2023. BBC leaders are 
back with enthusiasm. 

There are Paul’s amazing public transport walks on a Thursday with Oak Park to Essendon at the top of his 
list. Welcome back Paul! We look forward to seeing what you have in store for us this year. 

Track maintenance in the Southern Alps Region is being led by award winning Jeff and his team who work 
with an interesting bunch of bushwalkers across Victoria helping to keep tracks open and useable.  

Also, fabulous overnight pack carrying multi-day walks are listed by Peter, Dianne, Jeff, Andrew and 
Vivienne. We would all love to go on these adventures. 

Louise  and Marg are offering classic day walks in the Dandenongs. Fiona, Sueli and Judy are heading to the 
Mornington Peninsula. 

Ian’s  iconic base camp is on again at a well-appointed ski lodge at Mt Bulla and walking to Mt Stirling and 
Craigs Hut. Newcomers are welcome on that one. 

Then there is the local Melbourne and Phillip Island base camp cycling rides offered by Peter and Gippsland 
Rail Trail offered by Geoff . 

There are opportunities this year for members to step up and take on leadership roles and training is 
available.  

Bushwalking Victoria will run two training weekends early in 2023 for club members interested in leading 
walks for their club and smart phone navigation. 

Walking opportunities outside the club include: 

The Great Aussie Hike on the Mornington Peninsula on 24-25 March 2023. Walking for mental health and 
raising money for Lifeline. See details here  www.greataussiehike.com.au 

 

Enjoy your walking, 

Lyn 

(President) 

 

Update on walks administration 
A Note From Your Committee 
For efficiency and safety on walks we asked BBC members if they were happy to share contact details with 
their leader and other walkers in the lead up to a scheduled walk. 
Most agreed and from 1 February 2023 it will be standard practice for all leaders to include names, mobile 
phone numbers and suburbs of participating members in the group email from leaders to members.  
 
The email address does no longer have to be blind-copied and can be made available in the To… or CC… section 
of the email. 

http://www.greataussiehike.com.au/
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Sharing of contact details makes it easier for leaders to contact individuals if they are late or there are safety 
considerations, and for members to identify who is on their walk to make car-pooling arrangements.   
 
Members who do not want to share their contact details are found on the website. The list is available on a 
tab on the Trips page titled Contact details withheld list. 
 
There are only a few active walkers amongst them and they will share their information with the leaders 
directly. 
 
The BBC committee hopes these changes will make the administration of walks easier for leaders in the future. 
 

 

Diary Dates  

Our Next Meeting Will Be Held on 

Monday 6th February 2023, 
 

 Judging of the BBC Annual Photo Competition will take place at this meeting. 
 

 BBC Vice President Marg will be demonstrating how to make a 
photo-book of your favourite walks. 

 
 A delicious supper will be served. 

 

Venue - Hampton Community Centre, Willis St, Hampton - 7:30 for 8pm. 

 
 

 

BBC Christmas Party – Nicolene  
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VOLUNTEERS NEEDED TO HELP RESTORE FLOOD 
DAMAGED FENCING 

Following from the recent damaging floods, Blazeaid are looking for volunteers to help rebuild fences broken 
by flood waters. 
 
BBC took a team of eight to Lexton in September 2020 to help with removing fences destroyed by fire which 
was very rewarding for those that participated and greatly appreciated by the property owner. 
 
Base camps are operating now at Bridgewater, Avoca, Echuca & Benalla. We would be attending one of these 
locations depending on the progress being made. No fence building experience is required. 
 
Our anticipated Blazeaid Camp date is March 3-5  probably located near Avoca at Moonambel, Vic. 
You would need to bring your own tent or stay in the local pub. All meals will be provided. 
 
If you are interested in volunteering, please contact Ian for details.  

 
This Month’s Photo Riddle 

 

 

 

Where would you be standing to see this view and what are you looking at? 
Answers to the editor at newsletter@baysidebush.org.au 

(Photo by the Editor) 
 

Last month’s photo was of Mount Feathertop from Mount Buffalo, 

Taken on Fed Walks 2022 (Wangaratta)  1st Oct 2022 

 
 

mailto:newsletter@baysidebush.org.au
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The latest issue of the Bushwalking Victoria Bulletin is available through the link on the BBC Website under 
the packs Up! tab 

Bushwalking Victoria plan to run two training weekends early in 2023 for club members interested in 
Leading Walks for their club and Smart Phone Navigation. 

The courses are run by experienced teams of trainers and take place in a friendly and supportive 
environment at Westerfolds park. You are welcome to enrol for one course only, or both leader 
 training and smartphone navigation. 
 

Day Walk Leader Training Dates Sat 11 march Sat 1 April 

                  Registration Opens On Wed 1 Feb Wed 1 Feb 

Smart Phone Navigation Dates Sun 12 March Sun 2 April 

                Registration Opens On Sat 4 Feb Sat 18 Feb 

More details about the courses and how to register will be published in the February 2023 
BWV News (published at the end of January). 

Any general enquiries can be directed as follows: 
Day Walk Leader Training  judy@bushwalkingvictoria.org.au 
Smart Phone Navigation  bushnavigationandmaps@iinet.net.au 

 

mailto:judy@bushwalkingvictoria.org.au
mailto:bushnavigationandmaps@iinet.net.au
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Upcoming Walks and Activities 
Overnight Backpacking 

 

Wilsons Promontory – 

Roaring Meg - Lighthouse - Oberon Bay. 

Thursday 23rd to Sunday 26th February 2023 

This walk takes in the fantastic views of Bass Strait from the tip of the Prom.  

Day 1 - Easy walk to Roaring Meg via the Telegraph track. Camp there for 2 nights. 

Day 2 - Day walk to the Lighthouse station, plus an optional walk to South Point, the southern point of the mainland. 

Day 3 – Return walk back to Oberon Bay.  

Day 4  - Return via the Telegraph saddle track to Tidal River. 

Leader will arrange National Park booking. 

Cost: $22 Payment details will be sent out after trip bookings are finalised. 

Risks: Hypothermia if weather is very bad, snakes, sand dunes, leeches. 

Climbing: Up to 300m. 

Tracks: Generally, well formed tracks, boardwalks, management track and sand. 

(Medium 50 km) 

 

The Viking Circuit. 

Friday 24th to Tuesday 28th February 2023 

Route - We will walk the circuit clockwise. 

Friday 24th – Drive to Howitt Car Park and short walk to camp at Macalister Springs. 

Saturday 25th – Crosscut Saw and camp at Mt Speculation. 

Sunday 26th – Cross Mt Despair to the Razor and collect water at the Viking Saddle. Climb the Viking to camp just 

below it. (DRY CAMP) 

Monday 27th – Over the South Viking and down to the Wonnangatta Valley. Collect water and climb a spur a little to 

the west to camp at the top. (DRY CAMP) 

NOTE - Day 3 and 4 are dry camps so we will need to carry water uphill for 300m and 750m respectively. 

Risks: Steep climbs and descents. Rock scrambling. Carrying water for the afternoon to dry camps. 

Climbing: Plenty of steep climbs and descents.  

Tracks: Rough tracks, some off-track and rock scrambling involved. 

Hard  40 kms 

Full covid-19 vaccination required.  
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Day Trips 

No places available on February Day Walks 

Wednesday, 

1st March 

Emerald to Gembrook. 

A beautiful start to Autumn with a very picturesque walk past Emerald 

Lake Park, through bushland and following parts of the Puffing Billy line.  

This is a 14km walk which will take approximately 4 hours including 

morning tea. Lunch will be at a cafe in Gembrook.  

A car shuffle will be necessary so preference will given to those walkers 

who are happy to drive. 

Risks: Road and rail crossings, other pedestrians and cyclists.  

Climbing: Minimal climbing, some undulating hills.  

Tracks: Mainly unsealed path and some pavement. 

Easy 

14 km 

Contact 

Saturday 

4th March 

Two Bays walking Track.  

Starting at Dromana, the track traverses the Mornington Peninsula to 

the Cape Schanck Lighthouse through a diverse range of landscapes.  

This walk offers beautiful vistas and great walking. 

A good training walk for fit and experienced walkers only. An early start 

and late finish. 

Linear walk so participants will need to self-drive and a car shuffle 

required. You will need to be prepared to share your car for car shuffle 

at start. 

Risks: Need to walk consistently at a steady pace throughout the day. 

Short stops only for morning & afternoon tea and lunch. Snakes may 

still be about if a late summer persists. 

Walk speed needs to be consistent throughout the day so endurance is 

necessary. 

Climbing: Short steep climb from Dromana foreshore to Arthur's Seat - 

250m. Then more undulations along various sections of the route.  

Tracks: Bush tracks, unsealed gravel roads, short stretch of board walk.  

Full covid-19 vaccination required.   

Covid19 requirements: Masks required to be worn for car shuffle. 

Medium 

/ Hard 

25 km 

Contact 
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Wednesday 

15th March 

Dromana to Seawind Gardens. 

A superb walk from Dromana Beach to Arthurs Seat with spectacular 

views of Port Philip Bay. 

The walk starts with a 2km of 1 in 10 gradient, but the rest of the way is 

easy. We walk mostly in shade with fairly undisturbed bush. An 

opportunity to explore Seawinds Gardens and have lunch there before 

returning on the same route back to Dromana Beach. 

Risks: Very few. Steep fall away from lookout. Some tree roots. 

Climbing: About 150m of vertical climbing, largely in the first 2km. 

Tracks: Generally well-formed, drained track with some gravel. 

Easy / 

Medium 

14 km 

Contact 

Saturday 

1st April 

Mt Macedon.  

An 18km walk in the Macedon Regional Park.  

The initial climb of 350m is over 2km. Generally the track is a good 

forest surface with gravel road in some sections. There is a steep 

descent from Mt Towrong at the end of the walk over exposed rocks 

(200m over 1.5km) This will be slippery if wet. Boots and poles are 

essential. Fabulous views in several directions if the weather is clear.  

Risks: Unpredictable weather. The forest can be quite cool. In April 

2017 we encountered leeches. Some walking over exposed rocks which 

will be slippery if wet. 

Climbing: Overall ascent is 620 metres. Steepest section is the initial 

climb of 350m over 2km.  

Tracks: Well defined tracks but boots and poles are essential. 

Medium 

/ Hard 

18 km 

Contact 

 

Cycling 

Bike Riding Phillip Island Base Camp. 

Saturday 4th to Tuesday 7th March 2023 

Three days of bike riding plus one day boat cruise. 

Climbing: Undulating bike paths.  

Tracks: Mainly bike paths.  

Bike Type: All bikes.  

Accommodation at Annettes is $40 per night if you require it, or seek your 

own accommodation. 

Full covid-19 vaccination required.  Covid19 requirements: As per BBC 

Covid rules. 

Medium 

20 km 

Contact 
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Gippsland Plains Rail Trail Bike Ride 

Tuesday 4th and Wednesday 5th April 2023 

Ride from Traralgon to Stratford, stay overnight at Stratford and return by 

same route to Traralgon on the next day. 

Distance: 63km one way.  

Risks: Other riders, walkers, cattle, dogs etc.  

There will be a follow up car with a bike rack also to take small overnight 

luggage not taken on your bikes and in case of break down etc.  

There are various towns along the way for rest stops and breaks. 

Climbing: Mainly flat, undulating not hilly.  

Tracks: Gravel and paved with some rough sections. 

Bike Type: All bikes.  

Accommodation: Overnight cabin accommodation at ‘Stratford On The 
River Tourist Park’ 16 Mc Millan St Stratford (03 51456588) 
email - host@stratfordontheriver.com.au. 
 

• Book your own accommodation.  

• Or you will need to make arrangements for sharing cabins beds etc. 

with other participants. 

• Or book as a group - cabins take 3 to 4 people and most have 2 

bedrooms, one with a double bed & other room has 2 singles.  

Best to book as soon as its suitable as may get booked out. 

Full covid-19 vaccination required.   

Medium 

63 km 

Contact 

 

Base Camps 

Combined Hobart Walking Club/BBC Base Camp 

Thursday 23rd to Thursday 30th March 2023 

This will be our 4th combined Base Camp and will visit the NE Corner of Tasmania  

Accommodation: Iceni Farm at Musselroe Bay (TBC) & Launceston for last 2 days.   

Hard   16kms 

 

Unvaccinated members accepted. 

For further details refer to the Club’s website 

 

Conservation & Track Maintenance 

nil 

mailto:host@stratfordontheriver.com.au
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Currently BBC has 361 members

 


